
K-Connect

This guide uses the K-Connect function of the K-8 oven.
Instructions for the operating concept as well as the detailed 

Instructions can be found in separate documents.

K8 / B6850, BP6850
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4K-CONNECT

1. Select „K-Connect“

WiFi Setup

When „Eco Mode“ is 

active, the „K-Connect“ 

function is not available.

To use the function, „Eco 

Mode“ should be turned 

off: Settings > Eco Mode 

> Off

Also, the date and time 

must be set (First setting 

or Settings > Date and 

time) to the correct 

values. Otherwise, the 

connection to the server 

won‘t work.

ECO
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1. Select the WiFi function

1. Selection of the network
2. Update network search
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WiFi Setup

Enter the Password

1. Connect to the network
2. Networks details
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Connection to the server is not correct: 
- System’ date and/or time are incorrect 
- Network’s incorrect password 
- External server problem

If user selects a network, 

introduces its password 

and presses on 

“Connect now”, the 

connection process will 

start. The oven will 

automatically show the 

main menu. 

If the password has been 

entered incorrectly, it 

must be entered again.

To reenter the password:

Networks > Network 

details > Password

The connection is successful

?
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Connect to the app

User creation by introducing name, 
mail and password

The app is available for 

Android devices and can 

be downloaded from 

Google Play Store.
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1. Add appliance
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Connect to the app

1. Select „Connect to app“

1. To the next step
2. Cancel
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Scan QR code with the app

When the APP recognizes the code, introduce a name for 
the oven and its serial number (the serial number of the 
oven can be found on the label in the right side of the 
cavity’s edge).
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Once the serial number is correctly 
introduced, the oven will return au-
tomatically to the main menu screen 
and the APP will show the home tab 
showing the list of linked ovens

K-CONNECT

Connect to the app

On the APP, though the oven’s card 
in the home tab (shortcuts to every 
available cooking functions and cur-
rent state of the oven) or using the 
Manual and Chef tabs, cookings can 
be sent cookings to the oven.
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Once the cooking is sent via APP, 
the cooking process will start in 
the oven. On the HOME tab of the 
app, the current state of the oven 
will be realtime updated. To get 
further information of the cooking 
process, press on the card of the 
cooking.

On the cooking screen, if the 
Stop button is pressed, the 
cooking can be stop via APP.
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Update

Once the oven is 
connected, it will 
automatically check if 
the oven’s SW version 
is updated. In case it 
has an older version, 
the update icon will 
apperar next to the 
Wi-Fi symbol and a 
message will appear 
on the screen. 1. Update later

2. Update now

1. Update the oven
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WiFi
WiFi connection on / off

Networks
Network selection / -search

User
Shows the last user that has used the remote 
operation via app

Connect to the app
Link oven to the app

Update
Software update

Overview
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Küppersbusch Hausgeräte GmbH
Küppersbuschstraße 2
D-45883 Gelsenkirchen

Telefon: +49 209 401-0
Telefax: +49 209 401-303

E-Mail: info@kueppersbusch.de
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